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AGENDA
Committee 121
Quality Assurance Systems for Concrete
Paradise Pier Hotel
Anaheim, CA
Sunday, October 15, 2017
3:00 to 5:00 pm
Room: Crystal Cove

1. Call to Order and Welcome

2. Mini-Session
   A. 121.1R-2016 – Guide to Quality Management Auditing in the Concrete Industry, Tom Tyler
   B. Quality Auditing Guide and Industry Practices, Jinesh Mehta & Divyesh Vora

3. Introduction of Members and Guests

4. Update of Membership Status

5. Establish Date of Next Meeting

6. Attendance – Prior Notification of non-attendance, response to email

7. Approval of Minutes from Detroit, MI

8. Announcements

9. Old business:
      Status of the rewrite
      Drafts to be presented.

10. New Business
    A. Change in the Committee Chair
    B. Technical Sessions
    C. Audit Document 121XR – Guide to Auditing in the Concrete Industry.
       1. Development of text for sections on:
          a. Batching (if to be done)
          b. Laboratory Testing and Inspection
          c. Precast Manufacture (if to be done)

11. Open discussion on ideas for new projects

12. Adjourn